Until now, most utility trucks have been better known for carrying repair bills than materials. Our new line of four utility trucks—built Jacobsen tough from end to end—changes all that.

For example, the 2315 has a durable 23.5 hp liquid-cooled diesel, 5-speed transmission with reverse and heavy-duty automotive-type clutch, creating a new standard of dependability.

The 2315 packs a 1,500 lb payload. Unlike other utility trucks, it comes complete with heavy-duty hydraulic dump box, removable side panels and tailgate, implement PTO, lights, full hydraulics and complete instrumentation—standard.

Our rugged line also includes the 20 hp gas model 2015 and the 1,000 lb payload, gas powered 810 Express and electric 610 Express. For maximum versatility and productivity, the 2315 and 2015 can be outfitted with sprayer, top-dresser, aerator and spreader attachments. If you already have attachments, our universal mounting kit lets you use them on either truck.

To see them in action, ask your Jacobsen distributor for a demonstration today.